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Big Ideas and the 
TimeLinks Program

What are Big Ideas, and what do they have to do with social studies? In a general sense, 

we can think of social studies as the study of Big Ideas from near and far, today and 

long ago. Th ese Big Ideas come from historic fi gures such as Alexander the Great, Galileo, 

Ben Franklin, Abraham Lincoln, and Rosa Parks. Th ey come from historic events such as the 

building of the Egyptian pyramids, the invention of the compass, the writing of the Declaration 

of Independence, and the ratifi cation of the Nineteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. 

Th e Big Ideas of the TimeLinks program come from communities, cultures, countries, and 

continents throughout the world. 

Educators have heard much about teaching with Big Ideas in recent years as researchers Grant 

Wiggins and Jay McTighe have formalized and popularized a term that we have used for a long 

time. Wiggins and McTighe charge teachers and students alike to ask, “What’s the big idea 

here?” as they synthesize the content standards. In this process, teachers work with students (or 

for students) to formulate Big Ideas, also known as enduring understandings, that rest at the 

core of the subject and transcend the curriculum. In doing so, students recognize that informa-

tion is not isolated to any one grade level, classroom or subject, that learning is linked to other 

subject areas as well as to their own lives, and that there are some universal lessons to take away 

from their studies and make use of inside and outside of school. In teaching and learning social 

studies, specifi cally, there exists a need for students to see that they possess previous knowledge 

and experiences that will help them learn the lessons of this curriculum, that there are patterns 

in the events of history, and that we can and should apply lessons from the past to our decisions 

and actions of today. Th e Big Ideas of the TimeLinks program support this type of thinking and 

learning. 

Traditionally, the teaching of social studies has been reduced to the memorization of important 

names, dates, places, and other discrete facts. Th ese facts often are organized by topics or eras 

but remain an overwhelming amount of information for students to learn and comprehend. 

While teaching students to memorize facts might prepare them for a test at the end of the 
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chapter and to impress others during a game of Jeopardy, there is something missing when 

teaching and learning is based solely in the memorization of random factoids—namely under-

standing. For students to see the value in names, dates, and other facts, they require a broader 

appreciation and understanding of the information presented in a social studies program. 

Understanding, while based in knowledge, allows students to transfer information into new 

contexts, transform information into new theories, and develop insights and abilities to use 

them eff ectively. More importantly, when students understand, they make sense of what they 

know, know why it’s so, and use information in various settings (Wiggins & McTighe, 1998). 

As Bragaw and Hartoonian (1995) write: 

Information is one-dimensional—linear or horizontal, fragmented, and quite 

useless in and of itself. On the other hand, students gain knowledge about re-

gions, for example, when they can take information about places on the earth, 

structure it to show relationships among those pieces of information, and 

use it to construct their own concept of region. Once formed, the students’ 

concept of region can be enhanced and refi ned and used again and again, each 

time with greater clarity and analytical power. Th e process of structuring and 

using information develops knowledge.

How do we move beyond information and into understanding? Teaching with Big Ideas 

presents teachers with an opportunity to prioritize key information and hence build student 

understanding. When students explore Big Ideas in social studies, they begin to exhibit their 

understandings through the questions they ask or the statements they make during class or 

informal discussions. Th eir understandings of social studies may emerge in the context of read-

ing, writing, science, or art. Often, their understandings are nurtured at home in conversations, 

travels, and experiences with family members. Big Ideas foster true understanding and begin to 

permeate a child’s world. (Fisher & Schell, 2007)

Using Big Ideas in the classroom means rethinking what we teach and how we teach so that 

students seek to understand the world around them. Working with many teachers who have 

sought to prioritize their standards and make sense of the social studies they teach, we have 

found that teachers benefi t from the process of analyzing their standards, determining what is 

most important for students to know and do, and then developing a set of grade-level Big Ideas 
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about social studies. In many cases, this process does not mean eliminating certain standards, 

but instead entails creating overarching, essential, and enduring ideas that unify and reorganize 

their standards. For example, sixth grade teachers in San Diego discussed their typical approach 

to teaching their standards-based course, World History & Geography: Ancient Civilizations, and 

reported teaching seven separate units, each addressing one of seven standards, and including 

the geography, economics, politics, religions, and social structures of each:

 1) Early Humans from the Paleolithic era to the agricultural revolution

 2) Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Kush

 3) Ancient Hebrews

 4) Ancient Greece

 5) Ancient India

 6) Ancient China

 7) Ancient Rome

Some teachers presented the units in the order of the textbook while others varied the order. 

Either way, most teachers admitted that they could not cover all of these units in a year’s time, 

so they either skipped units along the way or started at the beginning and taught as far as they 

could go before the year ended. 

After this discussion about common practices and planning for instruction, the teachers were 

invited to analyze their standards, their practices, and what they knew about history and 

ancient civilizations. Th ey then created Big Ideas with which to teach their course. Th e teach-

ers agreed upon the following Big Ideas to encompass all of their units of study and ultimately 

found that their teaching became more focused and streamlined, thus allowing for the inclusion 

of more units. Additionally, teachers found that students easily grasped the Big Ideas and con-

sequently did not require reteaching of essential ideas because they had created a place to store 

new bits of information about diff erent civilizations that allowed them to compare, contrast, 

theorize, and understand that:

 1) Exploration of the past leads to increased knowledge and understanding of the present.

 2) Physical geography infl uences the characteristics and success or decline of civilizations.
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 3) People’s lives are impacted by social status, which can be determined in a variety of ways.

 4) Enduring civilizations have stable and productive economies that allow for the accumula-

tion of wealth.

 5) Religious beliefs infl uenced the development of cultures just as cultures infl uenced the 

development of religions.

 6) Regardless of the political, religious, or economic system, all civilizations depend upon 

leadership for survival. 

 7) Advancements in science, medicine, technologies, and communications (written, oral, art, 

and music) contribute to the longevity and enduring legacies of civilizations.

Th rough this process, teachers recognized the complexity of teaching social studies and ap-

preciated the clear targets that emerge once the Big Ideas are in place. Th e Big Ideas held up 

throughout the year because they were core concepts, principles, theories, and processes that 

served as focal points of their curriculum, instruction, and assessment. Big Ideas were embraced 

because there was agreement that they were important, enduring, and transferable beyond the 

scope of a particular unit.

Teachers may engage students in discovering Big Ideas through the use of Essential Questions. 

Essential Questions can be used to encourage students to explore the Big Ideas for themselves. 

For example, a teacher might continually ask, “What makes people leave their homes and fami-

lies to move to a foreign land?” while learning about migration and immigration over a period of 

time. Once students are engaged in thinking and answering the question for themselves, such as 

“What would make ME leave my home and family to move to a foreign land?” they have the in-

centive to compare and contrast their own reasons with those of others who moved from many 

diff erent places for many diff erent reasons. Ultimately, those students are empowered to gener-

ate their own theories about why people move based on their own knowledge and experiences. 

Essential Questions appeal to both teachers and students because these provocative questions 

are designed to engage student interest and guide their inquiry into the important ideas in 

social studies. Rather than yielding pat answers, Essential Questions are intended to stimulate 

discussion and rethinking over time (Wiggins & McTighe, 1998).
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Th e Big Ideas and Essential Questions embedded in the TimeLinks program compel students 

to go beyond the reading, recitation and memorization of isolated facts. Students are thinking 

as historians think, relating social studies to their own lives, and making connections across 

time, place, school subjects, and grade levels. Th ey are thinking outside of the box and creating 

opportunities for yet another big idea to emerge.
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